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Mfon: Women Photographers of the African Diaspora
In 1985, Arthur Ashe’s widow, the photographer Jeanne Moutoussamy-Ashe,
published a historical survey that she called Viewfinders: Black Women
Photographers. Viewfinders chronicled the work of the (largely disregarded) black
female photographers that Moutoussamy-Ashe had meticulously unearthed, dating
back to 1866. Now, 30 years after Moutoussamy-Ashe’s book, two Brooklyn-born
photographers are picking up where she left off, with Mfon: Women Photographers of
the African Diaspora, an anthology featuring the work of more than 100 female
photographers of African descent from around the world.
Continued on page 09
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SEQCC Meeting Schedule
The Southeast Queens Camera Club meets on the
2nd, 3rd and 4th Tuesday of each month at 7:30pm
on the 2nd Floor of the Roy Wilkins Family Center,
177-01 Baisley Blvd. at 177th Street, Jamaica, NY
11434.
Meeting dates for the 2017 - 2018 season are:
September 12, 19, 26
February 13, 20, 27
October
10, 17, 24
March
13, 20, 27
November 14, 21, 28
April
10, 17, 24
December 12, 19
May
8, 15, 22
January
9, 16, 23
June
12, 19, 26
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PRESIDENT:

Ronald Moore

VICE PRESIDENT:

Corona Johnson

SECRETARY:

Renee Harper

TREASURER:

Israel Singleton

STANDING COMMITTEES:
COMMUNICATIONS
Marion Riggins

Maureen Ryan

COMPETITION
Ralph Simmons

James Fonsville

EXTERNAL VENUE

MARCH

Lisa Wade
FIELD TRIPS

6th: Executive Committee Meeting
13th: Adama Delphine Fawundu will offer a
presentation focusing on Women’s
History Month

Nyree Cyrus
MEMBERSHIP

Lisa Wade

Lee Callier

NEWSLETTER
Corona Johnson

20th: The P&E Committee will present a
DVD, focused on Women’s History
Month

PROGRAMS & EDUCATION
Brenda Gates

WEB & TECHNOLOGY
Ron Moore

27th: Competition
The Southeast Queens Camera Club does not endorse
the content on any third party website. SEQCC is not
responsible for the content or result of any damages
with third-parties. Your use of third-party websites is
at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites. ©Southeast Queens
Camera Club 2018, All Rights Reserved. Unauthorized
use of images contained in this newsletter or website
is strictly prohibited.

Everyone is invited to submit articles and
pictures to be published in the newsletter. The
deadline for receiving such information is the
25th of each month.
The Newsletter Committee looks forward to you
sharing your experiences, skills and thoughts
with the club.
Forward your articles to editors Corona Johnson,
James Fonsville, and Ron Moore. Thank you.

HOSPITALITY
Jean Bain

Delian Slater

MEMBER(S) AT LARGE
open
FOUNDERS
Dorothy Gist

Hughe Williams

Ron Caldwell

Jim Grant

ADVISORS
Leonard Nangle

Lawrence Gallmon

PFLI DELEGATES
Marvin Sheppard
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Membership Corner
Have you paid your dues?

Birthdays
Cassandra Tinglin March 6th
Roy Brown

March 15th

William Taylor

March 16th

Marvin Sheppard

March 30th

BECOME AN ACTIVE MEMBER! JOIN A COMMITTEE!
JUST A REMINDER:
General Courtesy:
Please turn your cell phones off or place them on vibrate during competition
and when a Presenter is addressing the membership. Keep all questions and
comments to yourself, until after competitions. Let’s all show respect and
appreciation to the Judges and Presenters.
MEMBERS! The 50/50 Raffle has been put aside in favor of the current and
exciting PRIZE RAFFLE. We have been raffling off Photography Books and your
feedback and participation has been very positive. We will continue to hold the
Prize Raffle offering books and other photography related items until further
notice.
You can also participate by DONATING your gently used photography related
items for raffle. Books, gear, software, equipment, anything you feel may be of
use to another member.
Thank you all for your participation.
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An Afternoon of Photography and Inspiration in Chelsea
Saturday, February 17th, was a dreary rainy day, but that didn’t interfere with our Chelsea Gallery
Hop field trip. Nine intrepid souls – Ron Moore, Algernon Lawrence, Delian Slater, Doris King,
Corona Johnson, Lawrence Gallmon, Ralph Simmons, Jacqueline Polite, and yours truly – braved
the elements and were rewarded for our efforts.
Photos: Ron Moore

Our first stop was the Steven Kasher Gallery, where we had the honor of spending more than an
hour with local photography icon, Shawn Walker. Mr. Walker was one of the early Black
photographers of note in New York City and is a founding member of Kamoinge Works, the oldest
collective of photographers of color. The time spent with Mr. Walker was both educational and
inspiring; one rarely has the opportunity to speak firsthand with a true legend. We were treated to
Mr. Walker’s reflections on the history of his work and the role of photography as a social justice
tool. He also shared suggestions for how to become comfortable in photographing strangers without
risking unwanted confrontations. (Key tip: Start by shooting parades; those participants tend to be
wiling subjects who are appreciative of the photographers’ interests). The exhibit included his early
photos of Harlem street life, as well as examples of his politically charged works and scenes from
his travels to Cuba and Brazil. Mr. Walker noted that he had checked out the SEQCC website and
was impressed with the quality of the work being produced by our members. We should all take
pride in that!
Mr. Walker had made the trip to the Gallery that day specifically to meet with us, and we all left
energized.
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After a stop for lunch at the Trestle Restaurant on 10th Avenue, we then went to the Jack Shainman
Gallery a few steps away, where the Gordon Parks exhibit, “I am You,” was on display. The images
spanned the range of Parks’ work, encompassing high fashions photos, celebrity shots, and
photographs that seemed to have been inspired by his Kansas boyhood. The strong emotional
power of Parks’ photographs touched us all, and we each left with a “favorite” image. The appeal of
his work is clearly timeless.
Despite the weather, the day was a rousing success, and several members suggested that we do
another “hop” soon.
Dianne Heggie

SHAWN WALKER
Shawn Walker, born and raised in Harlem, has a BFA from Empire
State College and is a founding member of The Kamoinge
Workshop. Shawn has exhibited throughout the world, including:
The Smithsonian, The Schomburg Center for Research in Black
Culture, The Brooklyn Museum, Rockland Center for the Arts, PS 1
(Long Island City), Trenton State Museum (NJ), Moscow (the 12th
World Festival of Youth and Students), The State Museum (Albany),
Danbury Academy of Fine Arts, Kamoinge Workshop Gallery, The
Whitney Museum, The International Center of Photography, The
Museum of Modern Art, The San Francisco Museum of Art, the
Studio Museum in Harlem, Harvard University School of Art and
Design and Vassar College. His photographs were exhibited with
Edward Steichen’s at The Danbury Academy of Fine Arts.
Shawn Walker’s works are included in the permanent collections at the Museum of Modern Art,
James Van de Zee Institute, Charles Perry Rand Foundation, The Schomburg Center, The (Main
Branch) NY Public Library, the Museum of Natural History and The Brooklyn Museum. His work has
been published in Black and White, Nueva Luz, New York: A History in Images, A History of
African-American Photographers, The Afro-American Encyclopedia, Culture front, Hommes &
Migrations(Paris), The Black Photographers’ Annual, Light Work, Essence and An Illustrated
Biography of Black Photographers and have been used in the PBS production Fires in the Mirror.
He has taught photography for almost 40 years, including at: The International Center of
Photography, City College, Borough of Manhattan Community College, Queensborough Community
College, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, CW Post and Columbia University.
He is a Soros’ Fellowship recipient in conjunction with Kamoinge. Grants have been won from the
NY Foundation for the Arts (2), Light Work, CAPS (2), and Columbia University Film Board. He has
lived/traveled in Senegal, Nigeria, Cuba, Mexico and Guyana.
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Field Trips
Hi all,
I have compiled a list of field trips from suggestions and my own ideas for
the upcoming months. Some dates may be tweaked a little bit. Formal
emails will follow. Please submit field trip ideas for shooting landscapes
and practicing shutter speed.
If you would like to be a member of the field trip committee, it's not too
late! Come see me or text me ;-)
March 4 - Alley Pond Park Adventure Center (Celebration of Women's
month)
 March 17 - Visit to Resort's for viewing of our work (SEQCC glorification)
 April 8 - Gulliver's Gate New York, NY (Macro)
 April 15 - PFLI's Spring Spectacular Brentwood, NY
 April 22 - Guided Photo Walk with Amon Focus New York, NY (Street
photography)
 April 28 - Queens Botanical Garden (Tulip time)
 April 29 Brooklyn Botanical Garden (Japanese Hill & Pond Garden;
Cherry Blossoms)
 May 6 - Trees of the Heather Garden Tour with Author Leslie Day Fort
Tryon Park, New York, NY
 May 12 - Snug Harbor Cultural Center and Botanical Garden Staten
Island, NY
 May 20 - Gantry State Park (Long Exposures)
 June 3 - International Center of Photography Museum New York, NY
 June 9 - Portrait shooting with live model(s) Gapstow Bridge Central
Park
 June 16 - Portrait shooting with live model(s) Bushwick Collective,
Brooklyn
Thanks,


Nyree 917-299-2691
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External Venue Update
Greetings,
We are up and running at Resorts World Casino’s Red Wall
Gallery with our exhibit on Queens. This exhibit will be
available until March 31st. I was told an article will appear in
the Queens Press, keep an eye out.

Thank you to all members who participated in the recent
SQPA art exhibit that closed March 10th. The photos were
fabulous and some were sold. Hope you all enjoyed and start
getting ready for next year.
UPCOMING:
Our next exhibit will be Father’s Day depicting images of
father’s and their children. Remember a good photo has
impact and good composition. The show will open June 1,
2018 at Elmont Library. Here are your dates: May 1st for all
NEW images (not those from last year) to be sent to
digitalcomp. They will be reviewed by our committee and
those selected will be contacted within a week for suggested
edits. Framing will be done by Geo for consistency. You may
reuse your frames from Resorts. For those submitted last
year we will consider them again, along with any new
submissions. Please submit 2 images only for this show. We
are more limited in space.
A special Thanks to our Geo for getting our framing done with
cheerfulness and excellence. Always grateful.
Joyfully,
Lisa Wade and Doris King
External Venue Committee
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SQPA 16th Annual Art Show

Photos: Jonathan Oke,
Olney-Marie Ryland and
Ron Moore

The SQPA Art Committee thanks the Southeast Queens Camera Club for their
continued support and participation.

I would like to personally thank all of the members who participated this year,
Rhona and Al Lawrence, Renee Harper, Lawrence Gallmon, Brenda Gates,
Corona Johnson, Helen Dobbins-Bryan, Daniel Leake, Ken Whitehead and to
congratulate Doris King and Lisa Wade on the sale of some of their art work,
great job everyone!
Ron Moore
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The idea took root over a decade ago on a spring day in 2006, as a pair of best
friends sat on the living room floor of an apartment in Crown Heights, flipping through
Viewfinders. “Imagine if we had a book of all female black photographers. Imagine
that,” Adama Delphine Fawundu recalled musing aloud to Laylah Amatullah Barryn.

Jeanne Moutoussamy-Ashe

Fawundu and Barryn fell in love with
Viewfinders early in their careers. They
regarded it as a bible of sorts, and
treasured how it cataloged and
highlighted the work of women artists
whom they admired. But they also
chafed at its singular existence.
“A Forgotten Group of photographers Is
Revealed in Black and White,” read one
1986 review of the book. “Forgotten” was
a descriptor Barryn and Fawundu were
determined to avoid.

Mfon: Women Photographers of the African Diaspora is named after Mmekutmfon
“Mfon” Essien, an acclaimed Nigerian-born photographer who died of breast cancer in
2001, at age 34. Fawundu and Essien had worked together in the past; the two were
set to show their work together at the Brooklyn Museum of Art’s exhibition “Committed
to the Image: Contemporary Black Photographers” in 2001. But Essien passed away
the day before the show’s opening.
“It’s one thing to make images, but I think Laylah and I both have this thing in us—we
want to do more: to preserve, to document, to make sure that when we are not here
on this earth, the work is living
beyond us,” Fawundu said. The
book also features an introduction
written by Dr. Deborah Willis, the
chair of NYU’s photo and imaging
department and a leading scholar
and historian on African-American
photographers; a preface by the
Brooklyn-based curator Niama Safia
Sandy; and essays by Catherine
McKinley, La Tanya S. Autry, and
Fayemi Shakur.
Jenevieve Aken
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Publishers passed on their initial idea a decade ago: No one had heard of them; they
couldn’t raise the money to self-publish. But last year, after winning a grant from the
Brooklyn Arts Council and a successful crowdfunding campaign, the two decided to
take matters into their own hands.
Barryn and Fawundu plan for the compilation to be the first in a series of biannual
photographic journals, culled from
a list of more than 100 black
female
photographers they’ve
been collecting since 2006. The
book is now available for order on
their website and in select museum
bookstores. Below, they spoke with
Vogue about forgoing the Western
gaze, seeking out forgotten talent,
and using art to change hearts and
minds.

Manyatsa Monyamane

Nikon was recently criticized after they selected 32 men and zero women to
participate in an advertising campaign to promote a new camera. Women are
underrepresented across the board, and black women even more so—you’re actually
publishing this book yourselves, which I think speaks to the problem at hand. Did you
try pitching the book to a publisher?
Laylah Amatullah Barryn: The first time around, we did try going the traditional
route with finding an agent and publisher. But this time we wanted to do it on our
terms, our way. So we decided to get some funding—we said, “Let’s get a grant.” We
couldn’t afford to depend on the whims of whatever editor, so we didn’t even pitch
anyone. It was like, this is how we’re going to do it, so let’s do it. So first we got a
grant from the Brooklyn Arts Council to start us up, and then we crowdfunded.
Adama Delphine Fawundu: You know what’s the most beautiful thing that’s
happening with this? We have become this grassroots organization of women
photographers of the African diaspora. It’s feeling like we have become some type of
umbrella organization. We have this huge database now and are actually interacting
with these women to continue to take their work to the next level.
This is an excerpt from, “A New Book Gives Us the World as Seen by Black Female Photographers”
an article by Jacqueline Alemany posted on Vogue.com. Click on all the links for more information.
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Please join our own SEQCC photographers, Renee Harper, Corona
Johnson and Lisa Wade, at the opening reception of “Notations in Passing”
at the Central Library of Queens, 89-11 Merrick Blvd on March 17, 2018,
2:00pm to 4:00pm. “Notations in Passing” is the second half of an
exhibition of the Southeast Queens Biennial running from March 3, 2018
through April 21, 2018 (“A Locus of Moving Points” is currently showing at
York College).
Renee, Lisa and Corona were invited to show their Southeast Queens
experience by Niama Safia Sandy, curator for the No Longer Empty
Curatorial Lab.
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Just for Beginners:
Understanding the Judging of Photographic Images
As a new photographer, your ongoing aim should be to learn how to improve
your images. This can be accomplished by participating in club activities and field
trips that SEQCC offers, taking in-person or online classes, reading books on
photography, memorizing rules of composition, understanding how to utilize specific
features for your camera, or simply increasing the number of images that you take
and understanding how you achieved those images, whether in camera or via post
production.
Therefore, it is important to distinguish what a judge is seeking when critiquing
your submissions for competition and what a judge will credit or discredit. You should
be aware that the competition judge looks for specific items in your images. It may be
composition, technique, rule of thirds, interest and ultimately, Impact.
Let's begin with the concept of composition. Composition is the placement or
arrangement of visual attributes or 'ingredients' in an image. More than that, it is a
way of guiding the viewer's eye towards the most important elements in your image.
This is why making shrewd choices when composing your image is meaningful and
insightful prior to capturing an image. Some of those composition choices may
include the focal length, aperture, exposure choices and angle at which you choose to
position your camera. Utilizing that thought process may include considering how to
crop the image, and how the lighting in the foreground or background of the image
will impact the subject. It could mean the use of choosing a wider aperture that blurs
the background and foreground, and finally making decisions about the storytelling or
impactful meaning of the image that you are considering for capture. All of these
factors are thought worthy techniques and steps towards achieving good
photography.
A judge will most always discern whether an image has impact. The judge is
seeking to ascertain whether your submission produces a strong effect or interest for
the viewer. Based on that definition, we may assume that impactful photography
would be something which produces a memorable experience and transmits a strong
message for the viewer, leaving a strong trace on their mind and soul. This can be
whatever distinguishes the photograph from other images taken of the same subject
matter.
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Just for Beginners:
Understanding the Judging of Photographic Images
Prize-winning images are typically "unique" versions of a particular subject. This
can result from ideal colors being captured, lighting or shadows being displayed in the
image, or the overall composition. Conversely, images taken at eye level, or during
the middle of a sunny day are not classically unique and more than likely, the judge
will not be impressed. Therefore, the photographer should make every effort to create
a version that looks different from an eye-level snapshot.
A creator of photography that is seeking depth in their photography, will
compose their images by looking at a subject from various angles. By utilizing a
telephoto, wide angle, and macro lens, the photographer will also add a unique
perspective to their subject. Another means of creating a special capture is to
consider the time of day, the seasons, and/or the weather, which will contribute to the
exclusivity and impactful aspect of the subject matter.
Finally, keep in mind that the judge will seek winning images that are sharp
where it is expected to be sharp artistically. Therefore, a sharp image is the result of
using good focusing techniques, coupled with the sometimes use of a tripod. A judge
may reduce the artist's ultimate score when the image's sharpness is not ideal. It is
critical when submitting images for competition to seek the judge's emotion and
remember to keep it simple by not cluttering the image. Your overall score will
ultimately be based on the quality of your image submitted.
Remember, at the heart of photography is the fact that it combines science,
your mastery of the technical aspects of your camera and the resulting shot. Don't
forget that photography is an art form. The better skilled you become as an artist, the
better you will become at fine tuning and critiquing your own work.
While digital equipment has simplified many of the technical aspects, your
development of a strong personal visual sense and style, and an eye for subject and
composition will advance your skillset and increase your enjoyment of this delightful
art form.
Good luck and have fun!
Renee Harper
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Photography Composition Basics:
The Rules You Need to Know (and Break)
A photograph may be technically perfect, but unless the elements are arranged well,
the photograph will be static and may lack impact. Rules of composition can help you
arrange the elements in the frame in a more cohesive and artistic manner. These
same rules usually apply to painting, drawing, photography, and even for arranging
knick knacks on your coffee table.
The goal of composition is to direct the viewer’s eye, or to guide them to look where
you want them to. A well-composed photo should keep the viewer interested, ideally
by keeping their eyes moving around the frame.
There’s another important goal: the composition of your photograph should support
your purpose for the picture, whether it’s to create a mood, generate an emotion, or
emphasize beauty.
The Basics of Photography Composition
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Rules Can Be Broken
The very idea of composition may seem a little daunting because of all of the
“rules”—but don’t worry! They’re not exactly principles that must be strictly followed.
They are not etched in stone, and almost each one can be broken if you have good
reason to do so.
Nevertheless, there are a number of do’s and don’ts that can contribute to a good
composition. When you’re not quite sure what arrangement will make the picture look
better, you won’t make a mistake if you compose according to these principles. As
with all art, you have to know and understand the “rules” before you can break them
effectively.
Horizontal or Vertical?
One of your first decisions in taking a picture is whether it should be horizontal or
vertical. The shape of the camera encourages us to hold it horizontally, but the
subject (not convenience) should determine the orientation. A vertical format
emphasizes verticals, so vertical subjects usually belong in a vertical frame.
Conversely, horizontal ones should be in a horizontal frame.
Verticals are also good for portraits, while horizontal is usually best for landscapes
and cityscapes.
However, this is where “breaking the rules” comes in. When doing landscape
photography, for example, you may feel inclined to position the camera horizontally.
But you don’t have to, especially if you want to control the mood the photo conveys.
Here are a few things you may not have thought about with regard to image
orientation:

Horizontal formats can convey a feeling of calmness and tranquility.
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Want to emphasize depth in the scene? Turn the
camera vertically and you influence the eye to
travel farther into the scene.

When shooting a landscape, hold the camera horizontally and you can
emphasize the wide expanse of the scene.
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Simplification
Probably the most important key to good composition is to simplify, simplify, simplify.
You want everything in the frame to support your main idea. This means including
only the essentials and cropping out anything that would be distracting. If it doesn’t
add to the idea, it detracts from it. Leave it out.

Painters have it easy—they start with a blank canvas and add only what is relevant.
Photographers, meanwhile, will have to scrutinize the scene in front of them and
decide what to include and what to leave out in order to get a good composition. This
means changing your position, using a longer focal length lens, adding or removing
objects from the scene, or “Photoshopping” objects out so you end up showing just
the relevant elements.
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Simplification is also important in pictures of people. Usually we don’t need to make a
full-length portrait—it’s their faces that are most meaningful.
Generally, the simple, straight-to-the-point image is what you should aim for.
However, there may be times when you feel that showing the subject in its
environment tells the story better. And sometimes, utter confusion is just what you
want to convey. (Just ask any street photographer!)
Simplification, as important as it is for making pictures that have impact, is one of the
many rules you can break if you have a good reason for doing so.
Center of Interest

Center of interest is the focal point or main subject you want your viewers to look at.
But do you always need a center of interest? Not necessarily. As in the pictures above, it helps to practice
balance in your photos, but you may not need a center of interest if the picture is a mood shot, a pattern that
fills the frame, or if it has several elements working together to create a central theme, which is often the case
in landscapes.

And what about having more than one center of interest? With two subjects of equal importance, the viewer
doesn’t know what you want him to look at, and his eye bounces back and forth between them.
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However, if you have more than one subject of equal importance, you can unify them by having them
touch or overlap or even look at each other or at a common object. This essentially creates a single center
of interest.

But having two equally important subjects does work when you want to emphasize their similarity or
dissimilarity.

Courtesy of:

Adorama
Adorama Learning Center is the content destination for
photographers, filmmakers, audio creatives and all things
electronic. Check out our up-to-date editorial features on all the
latest gear, how-to's and interviews with today's most relevant
industry insiders.
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Photography Spring Spectacular
April 15, 2018 8:30am - 3:30pm

Matt Hill & Chris Nicholson “Night Photography”
Canon Explorer of Light John Reznicki “Visual Perception”
___________________________________________________________________
Suffolk Community College, Brentwood, NY 11717

Tickets: Pre-purchased on online $30.00, Day of event (cash only) $35.00
Students under 23 admitted free with proper ID
**Discounted merchandise by well known vendors available**
**Optional pick a prize raffles**

Sunday April 15, 2018, The Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI), Suffolk
Community College Photo Club, Canon, and B&H Photo will be hosting two unique
photographic presentations. Matt Hill & Chris Nicholson of Photographing National
Parks at Night (NPAN) will open the event with “Night Photography.” Following them
will be world renowned Canon Explorer of Light, Jack Reznicki with a presentation
entitled “Creative Perception”. Jack has received many accolades, awards, authored
numerous books, as well as served as an advisor to many prestigious
organizations. His info and bio can be found at www.reznicki.com
The show, (8:30 am to 3:30 pm), will be presented at the Van Nostrand Theater,
Sagtikos Arts & Science Bldg., Suffolk Community College in Brentwood, NY.
Pre-purchased ticket prices will be $30, (High School & College Students under the
age of 23 will be admitted free with proper ID). Day of the event ticket pricing is $35,
(cash/check only). There will be numerous well known vendors offering discounted
prices on merchandise. Many optional raffles prizes participation will take place. The
Theater is located on Crooked Hill Rd, Brentwood, NY 11717, (Route 495 – L.I.E.),
Exit 53. Continue on service road to Wicks Rd, turn right, then next right into College
Campus. Use parking lot #2 for Theater entrance.
Note: tickets charged online will come to $33.72 with the processing fees. History & purpose of PFLI
is in a separate section, as was listed last year.
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PFLI News
Visit PFLIonline.com for all club scores and to download
ing permits.

monthly park-

New location: Farmingdale College Greenhouse
2350 Broadhollow Road (Route 110)
Farmingdale, NY 11735
Competition starts promptly at 7:00 pm.

PFLI Competition March 9, 2018
Daniel Leake

“ Three Cats”

CPB - 24

Dianne Heggie

“Camo Rose”

CPB – 24

Brenda Gates

“Subliminal Art”

CPB – 24

Nyree Cyrus

“Day Dreaming”

CPB – 23

Nyree Cyrus

“Princess”

CPB – 23

Doris King

“Garlic on Black”

CPB – 23

Renee Harper

“Grandpa & Grandson”

CPB – 23

Lawrence Gallmon “Hillsborough River Bank” CPA – 25
Lawrence Gallmon “ One Winter Morning”

CPA – 23

Corona Johnson

“Eagle”

CPA – 23

James Fonsville

“Not Now”

CPA – 23

Ralph Simmons

“The Spy”

BWA – 23

PFLI Judges Seminar
For all of you that have been interested in learning how to be a Camera Club Competition Judge, PFLI
will be holding a Judges Seminar Saturday, March 17, 2018, 1:00pm - 3:00pm at the Half Hollow Hills
Library, 55 Vanderbilt Pkwy, Huntington, NY.
After attending the seminar you become eligible to be considered as a paid judge at any PFLI club
competition.
You are not required to become a judge after the seminar, but by attending, it should at least provide
insight into what a judge looks for and how images are scored. You may also gain some knowledge
for improving your own competition images.
If there are enough people interested in attending, perhaps carpooling is in order. Click HERE for a
map.

Contact Ron Moore if you are interested.
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Corona Johnson
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Images of the Month/Color Prints
Salon

Lawrence Gallmon
Hillsborough River

A Group

Brenda Gates
Subliminal Art

B Group

Nyree Cyrus
Princess
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Images of the Month/B&W Prints
Salon

Ralph Simmons
The Spy

A Group

Algernon Lawrence
Eye Catcher

B Group

Helen Dobbins-Bryan
Baisley in BW
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Images of the Month/Digital Images
Salon

Lawrence Gallmon
Bird Stalking

A Group
Algernon Lawrence
One on One

B Group

Dottie Anita Taylor
Cruising
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Competition Runners-Up
Digital Images

“A” Group:
Michael Turner - “Fast Track” 8
Michael Turner - “Virginia” 8
“Salon” Group:
Lawrence Gallmon - “Ms. Armstrong” 8

Ralph Simmons - “Bright” 8

Black and White Prints
“B” Group:
Nyree Cyrus - “Day Dreaming” 8

“Salon” Group:
Corona Johnson - “Wanda in BW” 8
Corona Johnson - “Baby Zienna” 8

Color Prints

“B” Group:
Nyree Cyrus - “Big Red” 8
Nyree Cyrus - “Seduce” 8
Saint Clair Reid - “Deacon Coreen” 8
“A” Group:
Algernon Lawrence - “Dumbo Bird” 8
Marion Stevenson - “Ship Wreck” 8
Renee Harper - “Grandpa & Grandson” 8
Daniel Leake - “Warm Ape” 8
Daniel Leake - “Snow Cat” 8
Daniel Leake - “Three Cats” 8
“Salon” Group:
Corona Johnson - “Eagle” 8
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COMPETITION STANDINGS 2017-2018

SALON

GROUP A
Pts.

COLOR PRINTS

Images
/*IOM

James Fonsville

12/1

26

Marion Stevenson

11

20

Paul Robinson

6

8

Michael Turner

2

3

Marvin Sheppard

6/1

16

Brenda Gates

12/3

31

Doris King

Lawrence Gallmon

Ralph Simmons

6/1
1

13
2

Renee Harper
Jimm Paull

2
—

3
—

Ken Whitehead

—

—

Algernon Lawrence

12/1

Ron Moore

—

—

Dianne Heggie

9/1

19

Daniel Leake

Corona Johnson

B&W PRINTS
James Fonsville

12/1

Lawrence Gallmon

Competition # 4

GROUP B

Images
/*IOM

COLOR PRINTS

page 29

Images
/*IOM

Pts.

12/2

29

9

16

12/2

22

Lisa Wade
Israel Singleton

9
4

13
8

24

Jean Bain

8

10

6

11

Dotti Anita Taylor

7

12

4

7

Steed Wells

3

5

Saint Clair Reide

5

6

Delian Slater

6

9

3

5

6

13

Pts. COLOR PRINTS
Nyree Cyrus
Helen Dobbins-Bryan

25

B&W PRINTS
Marion Stevenson

—

—

B&W PRINTS
Steed Wells

5/2

14

Brenda Gates

9/1

19

Lisa Wade

5

7

Renee Harper

—

—

Israel Singleton

9/1

16

Ralph Simmons
Marvin Sheppard
Ken Whitehead
Ron Moore

2/1
6
—

6
14
—

Dianne Heggie

4/1
8/1
2

9
12
4

Nyree Cyrus
Jean Bain

12/1
10/1
3

23
16
4

—

—

Saint Clair Reide

1/1

4

Corona Johnson

8

13

Delian Slater

2

2

11/1

15

Paul Robinson

DIGITAL
Ralph Simmons

Algernon Lawrence

Michael Turner

Helen Dobbins-Bryan

12/2

29

DIGITAL
Anthony Leonce

3

7

Sandi Pope

1

1

Helen Dobbins-Bryan

8

11

Marvin Sheppard

9/1

23

Hughe Williams

—

—

Bryon Marshall

3/1

8

James Fonsville

12

21

Michael Turner

11/2

24

Nyree Cyrus

11/1

19

12/1

26

Emma Davis

—

—

Lisa Wade

—

—

Leonard Nangle

2

4

Bill Taylor

—

—

Steed Wells

—

—

Corona Johnson

—

—

Dianne Heggie

8/1

17

Saint Clair Reide

3

4

Renee Harper
Brenda Gates

12
—

16
—

Jacqueline Polite

3
2/1

4
4

13/1

20

Ron Moore

Lawrence Gallmon

Algernon Lawrence

—

—

DIGITAL
Doris King

Dotti Anita Taylor

